i-Clarity and Contact Lenses
Recording, Supplying and Maintaining Contact Lenses
The principle behind contact lens prescriptions and sales in i-Clarity is that contact lens prescriptions
are stored as ‘brands’ (rather than ‘products’), and each brand is associated with one or more specific
product codes.
The brand specifies the attributes of the lens: the material, diameter, radius, available powers and so
on
The product code determines the pack size and the price.
For example: Johnson and Johnson supply/own a brand called ‘1-DAY ACUVUE MOIST’. Within i-Clarity,
when you create a new CL prescription, you select the brand from the brand drop down and this will
allow you to select the validated values for that brand :

However, J & J supply lenses under that brand name in at least 3 different pack sizes: a 30 pack, a 90
pack and a 5 pack of trials. So, in i-Clarity, a given Brand is linked to 1 or more product codes that
correspond to each those different pack sizes. Whenever you need to supply contact lenses, (as
opposed to simply recording the prescription), then you are presented with all the different pack sizes
that are available for the selected lens:

In the example above, the practice has set up and maintains 3 different versions of the lens: a trial lens,
an off-the-shelf price for pay as you go patients, and the same pack size but at a different retail price
for patients who are on a care scheme.
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Selecting Prescriptions, Brands and Product Codes from CL Management
The same principle is applied to recording what each patient is being supplied as part of a DD/SO
supply deal.
To set up a CL supply for a patient, you
1) Choose what prescription the supply will be based on. This will usually be the most
recent, though not always; e.g. a patient mat have a regular supply of dailies, but they
may also have a more recent prescription for coloured lenses for special occasions.
2) I-Clarity will then use the brand recorded as part of that prescription to determine what
packs of lenses (and therefore the cost of lenses) to be supplied:

If you use the i-Clarity supplied default product details, we suggest the use the ‘standard’ lens as the
lens to use for pay-as-you-go patients and the ‘lp’ suffixed lenses as the product to supply for patients
on a scheme.

Maintaining Your Contact Lens Database
The list of contact lenses that are maintained within i-Clarity can be found here:
http://www.opticsdata.com/contactlenses.asp
This website allows you to search for lenses by a variety of criteria. The lens details can also be
imported into i-Clarity to ensure that your lens details and validation are as up to date as they can
possibly be.
Details are copied from the website from the first tab on the maintenance menu. Note that this
operation can currently only be performed on the server computer; this will change in future releases:
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Note: If you encounter anomalies on the above website, e.g. where the range of a particular lens has
been extended, or a particular brand discontinued, then please notify us on enquiries@opticsdata.com.
The Update CLs and Brands button has the following effect:
1) Updates CL validation for all i-Clarity maintained brands (those that are flagged as
‘validated’ in the Brands tab, see next section.)
2) Inserts new brands.
3) If there is a new, validated Brand that the user has already added, the user added brand
becomes validated.
4) If a BML maintained Contact Lens Brand has been discontinued then the Current flag in iClarity is set to false. This will mean that the Brand and associated products are no longer
selectable in new CL prescriptions.
5) If a BML maintained brand has been manually flagged by the user as non current, this
will remain so. This gives the user the ability to choose not to supply a particular brand of
lenses.
The same button will also populate the product grid table with lenses maintained by iClarity. Products already in the database are unaffected.
You can then modify the product details from Products tab of the Maintenance form. The
data items that you will almost certainly need to amend or add are as follows:
 Analysis Type
 Cost Price
 Retail Price (Note that this will automatically be looked up from the Price Lookup table if
you have entered an appropriate value and Analysis Type.)
 Supplier
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To see which lenses may need updating you can use the Products Amended report from the Stock
Reports.
The easies way to update any new or amended lenses is to use the Product tab in the maintenance
form, and enter the description in the Description field. E.g. here the user has searched for all the
lenses with the description ‘1-Day Acuvue Define’:

i-Clarity has found all 3 products that contain that description, and the user can scroll though each
updating the necessary details.
Any details that you change – cost price, retail price, supplier, description etc – will be unaffected by
subsequent imports, e.g. if you change a lens description or retail price that will never be overwritten
by a later lens update.
Note that if you override the ‘range’ field in product maintenance, that lens will no longer be linked to
the appropriate validation data and lens validation will not occur.
If you wish to add extra products, e.g. different pack sizes, then you can use the ‘Copy’ button on the
Product maintenance form to duplicate an existing product.
If you don’t wish to supply a particular lens, you have two options:
1) You can mark the Brand in the Maintenance/Brand tab as non current; this will mean
that no lenses associated with the brand will appear in the CL form.
2) You can mark individual products in the Maintenance/Product tab as non current, this
will prevent just those individual products appearing.
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Manual Update/Generic Lenses/Bespoke Lenses
As well as using the OpticsData database, you have two further options when recording CL prescriptions:
1) Add your own brands that are NOT on OpticsData.com to your database, together with
associated products/pack sizes, (though please note there is currently NO facility of
adding your own validation rules); or
2) Add just your own brands ‘on the fly’, i.e. When recording a CL prescription that is not
either an OpticsData product or one added by yourselves.
To add lenses manually to the database,
1) Contact OpticsData to see if they can be added to the maintained list! This is the
preferred option as this means that the brand, pack sizes/products and lens validation
will all be added automatically for you, and the validation maintained. However if the
lens is not appropriate to be maintained centrally (e.g. is an Own Brand, a specialist
kerataconus/ortho k/RGP lens etc), then you can add its as follows:
2) Enter the brand name using the Brand Name tab in the maintenance menu.

3) Create the individual products e.g. different pack sizes. If you enter the lens via the
Product Grid form, then you will be able to select the brand that you entered in Step 2)
from the Range field:
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4) Because there is no validation associated with any new lenses that you enter manually,
when you select the lens in the CL form you will be able to free type the lens
parameters.
5) If you include a supplier against the manually added contact lens products, then you will
be able to order the lens in the normal way, from the CL management form. If you enter
parameters against the Rx (e.g. the ‘actual’ brand name and pack size etc) these will
appear on the contact lens order.

To Add a Brand ‘On the Fly’
You can also add a Brand ‘on the fly’, by simply typing the Brand Name in the Brand Name field of the CL
Prescription form.
This may be useful if you do not use routinely use i-Clarity to dispense contact lenses but just wish to
record a patient’s prescription, but of course please note that any lenses you add using this facility will not
be validated, also you will not be able to associate and dispense any products related to this brand name,
or use the lenses as part of CL Management.
Because of these disadvantages this facility can be disabled in Maintenance (Misc tab).

Maintaining CL Prices
Once your lens database has been created, we recommend you use the Price Spreadsheet module,
accessed from the Product tab of the Maintenance module.
This will allow you to select the products that you wish to update; export tem to a spreadsheet, so you can
apply any formulae you wish to the price update; then import them back into i-Clarity with the new cost
and retail prices:
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